
Recalled to Life 

 

Adapted from Charles Dickens’s A Tale of Two Cities 

 

Dramatic personae: 

 

Doctor Xeu 

 

Lucy Xeu 

 

Charles Ting /Ching, known also ”Evermore” 

 

Jarvis Lory 

 

Jackal Carton 

 

Mr Sieng the fastfood man 

 

Mrs Sieng the wife  

 

Jerry 1  

 

Barsard  (Maybe just a voice or then on the screen) 

 

Chinese Neo Communist rebels (Mainly on the screen) 

 

Chinese federal troops (On the screen) 

 

(Maybe) Chinese politicians (On the screen) 

 

Bankers, Lawyers, Jury and Judge (If needed) 

 

Airport personel  and other passangers (Optional)    

 

 

The two cities are New Yourk and Pejing and the play takes place both in and between them. 

 

Act 1: Recalled to Life 

 

Scene 1: From Peijing airport flight to New Yourk airport. 

 

Jarvis Lorry seated on waiting bench at Peijing intrernational. The screen at the back shows advertisments, 

mentions the year: 2005. And showing the text: Act 1: Recalled to Life.  

The speaker: Calls for Safe Air flight 26783 to New Yourk. 

Jerry 1 appears on the screen and tels lory code: recalled to life. Jery fades from the screen and adds come 

back on. The sound of the adds fades and is replaced by lorys inner foice, while he moves from the airport 

seats to the aeroplane ones. Lorry in flight to NY, while the opening paragraph of ToTC by preacher on the 

screen. (Refering to Bush and the US and the situation in China). 

 

Scene 2: NY airport. 

 

Lorry first meets/sees on the screen Jerry 1, who gives Lorry info. Then jerry 1 takes/directs Lorry to Miss 

Lucy Xeu. Lorry explains to Lucy the situation: Her dead father has been recalled to life, that he is not ded 

as everybody has thought, but has been in ptison –a political prisoner. They board a plane to Peijing. On 

board the Peijing flight Lory dozes of, but miss Xeu is rigid with anciety. An iformation film on China 

comes on the screen. A lot of (Literally) Blah-Blah first and then a flash on Chinas newest news on the 



becoming more a democracy; another freeing of political prisoners, with a report on the political prisoner 

situation at the present. When Xeu hears political prisoners she goes into a kind of a shock, Lorry wakes 

and tries to comfort her. When the clip ends, foice comands to fasten seatbelts for descent to Peijing 

international. Black.  

 

Scene 3: At Foodaroo’s Fastfood. 

 

Scene opens in black, with racket from a bussy street, Chinese voices, cars, etc. A sound of a door opening. 

Light. Foodaroo’s Fastfood interior, Mrs Sieng at the counter and Mr Sieng talking to 1-3 customers clalled 

Chang and they calling him Chang. Enter Miss Lucy and Mr Lorry. Mrs Sieng  asks what she can do for 

them, Lorry states their business. Mrs Sieng directs them to her husband, who takes Lorry & Lucy to 

another room. (This on film if possible) There the former Doctor, who doesn’t know who he is and what is 

his past, is making shoes in the dark. First Sieng confronts him, then Lorry asks questions to reveal that this 

is Telsons former client and lastly Lucy is compasionate on him. They decide to take him emediatly back to 

the States.  Diming of lights.   

 

Act 2: The Golden Thread 

 

Scene 1: Five Years Later (Short scene, propably on the screen only) 

 

Lights up. Lorry, Lucy and doctor Xeu sleeping in the aeroplane. The screen/a voice tels the audience what 

happens during the next five years; the Xeu’s get an appartment in NY, the Doctor heals slowly, Mr. Lorry 

becomes the Doctors good friend, they are happy. Their happines is disturbed by an unfortunate 

occurrence; they are called witness for an espionage case. Lights fade dim.   

 

Scene 2: The Court 

 

Lights up. Charles Ching at the acused’s table, facing an imaginary court and a court audience. Foice of 

prosecutor tells how Ching is accused of espionage of their company and calls their witness. Barsard steps 

into the box, swears and makes a speech like the prosecutor. Then defence, Jackal Carton, steps from the 

audience and starts cross examining the witness. Then Lorry, Lucy and the Doctor witness, seemingly 

giving evidence against Ching.  Jackal ends up getting barsard for espionage FOR the company on other 

companies, the company for eleagal competion and the court for violationg the international trade degrees, 

plus gets Cing free. Lorry, Lucy and Doctor congratulate Ching. Ching and Carton left to talk, establish 

their maybe friendship, maybe enemity and refference to a certain young lady.       

 

Scene 3: At the Xeu’s home 

 

Sunday dinner at the Xeu’s, Lucy, Doctor, and Lorry. First Charles Ching appears, is warm with Lucy. 

Then Carton appears, is also warm with Lucy. Lorry and the Doctor retire. The three talk, establish the 

discord between the men, of the footsteps. Lucys inner voice about the men; likes Carton, Ching intruging. 

An ellapse of time. Ting has a talk with the Doctor about proposing to marry Lucy and Carton has a talk 

with Lucy about his/her hoplesness and love for Lucy. Lucys inner voice about her love for Ching. Ching 

and Lucy in a love scene?   

 

Scene 4:  Chopstics and Rebelion on the way at Foodaroos  

 

Screen or voice: (Fifties spy-movie style) Mr and Mrs Sieng talk about their plans (With the three other 

rebels?) of the Neo-Comunist rebelion against the Democratic China, their way of coding messages into 

chopstics Mrs Sieng paints, about the spy that is American –Barsard. Maeby the scene with barsard; we 

know that you are a spy and you know that we are rebels, but neither of us have anything on the other. 

While this is going, the afair of Lucy and Charles is done mimecly on stage.  

 

 

Scene 5: The Marriage, the Doctors  Madness and other happenings. 

 



Screen: Lucy and Charles Ting  are married and go on a honeymoon to Hawai.  

The Doctor gets a relapse of the ”shoe madness”, Lorry helps the Doctor out of it.   

 

Scene 6: Rebellion (On the screen) 

 

Lorry and Doctor watching the News from TV, Lucy and Charles from the aeroplane big screen.  

Screen: This is the News; a succesfull rebelion in Peijing by the Neo-Communists, all democratic politicans 

either imprisoned or shot –all of the kin of former rulers under threat also-, somehow the army is stopped 

from gaining Peijing. The reactions of the characters on stage –dialogue and inner voice. Charles inner 

voice tels who he is –the son of primeminister Ching and nephew of president Ching.  A bable of voices 

acounting the rebellion from the rebels perspective. 

 

Scene 7: Unexpected Pleas and Ting Returning Home 

 

Carton pleads Charles to let the Jackal be regular ornament in their household. Later Charles recounts this 

to her, she is evasive at first, asking him not to ask more, then she evades the topic by telling that litle Lucy 

is on the way –that she is pregnant. A year elapses, Charles gets a telegram from Peijing; his brother/fathers 

advisor is imrisoned and pleads Charles to come and exchange for him. Charles’s inner voice yes and 

reason why.     

 

 

INTERMISSION 

 

Act 3: The Track of a Storm 

 

Scene 1: At Telsons.Com Peijing 

 

Jarvis Lorry musing in the closed offices of Telsons.Com Peijing. Inner voice on the turmoil, the affairs of 

the company, the bloodshed. This musing is disturbed by the entrence of Lucy and Doctor Xeu, with Mrs 

Pross and baby Lucy. They tell Lorry all they no about Lucys husband; that he came to peijing to save his 

brother/fathers advisor, was captured himself and faces the threat of execution. The doctor says he might 

have influence over the rebels, being an ex prisoner of the system they abhor. Lorry tells doctor Xeu to use 

the power he has and do it emediatly. The Doctor hastens away. Lucy comes to join him in their silence. Mr 

and Mrs Sieng enter. Mr Sieng bears messages from the Doctor and from Charles. While the messages are 

read, Mrs Sieng inspects first Lucy then her baby, then asks (she doesn’t speak English) is this Ting’s baby. 

The Siengs leave, leaving the rest in bewilderment and fear.     

 

Scene 2: Setting Things to Motion 

 

 The prison of Charles ans Charles in it on the Screen, while Lucy alone and broken on the stage her inner 

voice revealing what is happening and has happened, but also all her fears and misstrusts; uncertainty, but 

father doing all he can and gaining authority, etc. 

 

Scene 3: Ching’s Trial 

 

Charles Ching in the box, the prosecutors read the accusations, the crowd shares sentiments noisily, there is 

no ordrer in court. Then Doctor Xeu steps into defence, explains Chings motives, their blight without him, 

uses his authority on the rebels. In the end the sentence is –Charles Ching is free. 

 

Scene 4: A Knock on the Door. Ching’s Second Trial and the Doctor’s Story (The later as a short movie) 

 

A happy reunion at Telsons.Com, but which is disturbed by hooded men rushing in and taking Charles 

away. Mr and Mrs Sieng apear, explain that Ching is now retrialed by the distric of Blaah (Where they 

live). Ching reapears in the box, where he is mocked, verbaly abused and treated as he were already 

sentenced to death. The Doctor questions this and the jury answers with theDoctors own story , found in the 

form of a letter from the Prison where the doctor had lived (as movie). Young doctor Xeu was sent for by a 



high rankin politican Ching. Ching has minor wounds by a penknife, lying on the floor dying is a young 

pesent woman. Xeu does not treat Ching at all, but does his best for the woman. Before she dies, she tels 

she is called Sieng and was torn away from her family by the powerfull Ching and used and used again by 

him. When the doctor has treated Ching, he tries to bribe the doctor into silence. The doctor refuses and is 

later taken away from his wife and child by gowermen forces and locked into prson for 24 years. Then the 

jury, mrs Sieng in their head shout for Charles Chings head and the judge finds him guilty and sentences 

death by a firing squad.   

 

Scene 6: Plots and a Substituion 

 

Pairs of people on the stage; Lucy and the Doctor, Mr and Mrs Sieng, Miss Pross and Jerry 1 and Jarvis 

Lorry and Jackal Carton but Charles alone in his cell (Screen). Lucy and Doctor speak first about their 

desperation. Then mr and mrs Sieng talk about mrs Sieng’s vengence for all of Ching’s blood, for it was 

her sister that was killed by the elder Ching, (She is an absolutely sensless monster at this stage) and wants 

to kill not only Ching but Lucy and baby Lucy also. Then Miss Pross and Jery rationalize through the 

situation, and who is this Jackal Carton and why has he come now. Then Carton tells Lorry what he has 

heard about mrs Siengs blood lust and advises Lorry to take the Doctor, Lucy, baby and a fifth person 

bearing the Jackals moving permit (Which Carton gives to the surprised Lorry). The Jackal Carton hints 

his/her desperate plan. Next the Jackal appears in Charles’s cell, talks to him about the exchange, but 

Charles refuses. Then Jackal Carton injects powerfull narcotics into Charles, who is then paralyzed. Then 

Carton swaps clothes with the prisoner and alters his/her appearance to match the prisoners???? The partner 

of Carton (Barsard?) comes and takes the senseless Charles to safety.   

 

Scene 7: Flight, Fight and Chop Sue 

 

At the same time: 

 

Lorry, Doctor, Lucy, Child and Charles Ching in aeroplane.  

 

Doctor returns as a flashback to a scene where Mrs Sieng rushes to the room where the Doctor, Miss Pross 

and Jerry 1 are picking the last of the stuff. The doctor feigns that Lucy and her child are in the room 

behind him. Mrs Pross emediatly takes on and places herself against the door. Jerry stands pacifly –it is not 

programmed for violence. The Doctor tries to speak Mrs Sieng out of it, but she is relentless and hits him 

out of action. But Miss Pross is not as gullible, she won’t  budge from the door. Sieng threatens in Chinese 

and pross responds in English, neither understanding the other. Pross manages stop Sieng and holds Sieng 

in tight grip. Jerry 1 has won its inner turmoil and begins to strangle Mrs Sieng, pushing Pross away from  

Sieng. A shot fires, but Jerry 1 continues the strangling until Sieng is dead. Then Jerry 1 is itself unmade by 

the action, not the gunshot wound. Pross tells the Doctor, who has by now recovered, to be on their way, 

she will hold and mislead the other rebels –also sacrifices herslef for them.       

 

The last ordeals of the Jackal Carton shown on the screen,  

The stage darkens, Cartons vissage left for a while and voice of last thoughts last. A volley of gunshots is 

heard and the logo of Amnesty International appears on the screen, with the text ”end’s well, all’s well”   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


